The New 120C Amino Acid Analyzer

The faster pace of investigations…the increasing demands being made on instrumentation…the continuing need for precise results, excellent resolution, and dependable service—all are reflected in the new Beckman Model 120C Amino Acid Analyzer and the Digital Integrator Accessory.

With the Model 120C you get large, well-defined peaks from samples as small as 0.02 micromole. You have automatic reprogramming at the touch of a button. And timing is precise—to a tenth of a minute, with all timers precisely coordinated. The Model 120C’s recorder is faster. The control panel is conveniently organized.

And since hand-calculating peaks has become exorbitantly time-consuming (as compared to the mere two hours required for a protein hydrolyzate run), the Beckman Digital Integrator also warrants consideration for your laboratory. It automatically computes and prints out integrated peak values—and relates them to the chromatogram.

If you would like more information on the Integrator and the Model 120C, write for Data File SB-120-5.
110 cps full scale response +
greatest resolution = your best Oscillo Graph buy

No other oscillograph recorder can match the frequency response of Esterline Angus... flat to 110 cps (±1%) at 40 mm peak-to-peak deflection. At 140 cps, frequency response of these four, six and eight channel recorders is down only 3 db from full scale. Even at 200 cps, stylus excursion is 8 to 10 mm. Resolution? Esterline Angus combines highest chart speeds (to 500 mm per second) with highest frequency response. Exceptional resolution is further assured because of the exclusive Direct-Carbon-Transfer writing method. Even the one, two and three channel portables feature this inkless and heatless writing method. Advantages of D-C-T?

* 0.005 inch wide trace occupies only ½% of full scale. Traces of competitive oscillographs are three times wider.
* Chart paper at half the cost of heat sensitive paper. Charts can be easily, economically reproduced.

* No start-up problems because there are no pens to clog or ink to splatter.
* No stylus temperature adjustments to bother with.

Interchangeable, plug-in amplifiers and couplers provide a multitude of signal channels to record signals from a few microvolts to hundreds of volts. The stylus motor uses no permanent magnets. This eliminates the clutter of brushes, slip rings, armature leads and linkages normally found in stylus drive mechanisms.

For highest resolution, unequalled response and trouble-free writing, investigate Esterline Angus Oscillo Graph Recorders.

Write for informative Series "O" Catalog.

ESTERLINE ANGUS INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
Box 24000L • Indianapolis, Indiana 46224

ESTERLINE ANGUS
Excellence in instrumentation for over 60 years
Borrow a CORNING®

Are you demanding too little from your pH instruments? Find out.

Evaluate for yourself—in your lab, at your leisure—the new performance standards designed into CORNING meters...the stability that only solid-state circuitry gives to performance, the reproducibility that only taut-band suspension meters give to readings, the lab-environment durability that you get only with die-cast aluminum and protective epoxy coating.

Read the following descriptions, then choose the CORNING meter that best suits the work you do. Borrow it...and see if you've been demanding too little from your instruments.

CORNING Model 12 Research pH Meter, left—This precision instrument allows you to standardize on any 1-pH-unit expanded range, then switch to and read on others without restandardizing. Reproducibility on expanded scale is better than ±0.002 pH. Price is $595 complete with accessory kit.
pH Meter

CORNING Model 10 Expanded-Scale pH Meter, center—The longest—10 inches—meter scale on any lab pH instrument lets us put more scale divisions on it, lets you read easily to 0.01 pH on full-scale expansion of any 3 pH units, and to 0.05 pH on the 0-14 range. Reproducibility is better than ±0.005 pH. $485 with accessory kit.

CORNING Model 7 General-Purpose pH Meter, right—Speed up routine work without risking accuracy. Drift of less than 0.01 pH/day means stability that provides dependable measurements all day without restandardization. Reproducibility is better than ±0.02 pH. $330 with accessory kit.

Borrow any one of these meters and you will get the unique CORNING pH Electrode with Triple-Purpose Glass Membrane in its accessory kit. This is the one remarkably stable electrode that does the general-purpose, high-alkaline region, and high-temperature work that used to require three electrodes.

☑ Check here for an evaluation loan, and check the meter below that you want to borrow. We will have your CORNING Scientific Instruments dealer contact you to arrange a loan of the meter you specify. No obligation.

For evaluation loan or literature, send this coupon to: Dept. SC-6, Corning Glass Works, 11 Blackstone St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

☑ CORNING Model 12 Research pH Meter ☑ CORNING Model 10 Expanded-Scale pH Meter ☑ CORNING Model 7 General-Purpose pH Meter

Name______________________________
Title______________________________
Organization_______________________
Department________________________
Address____________________________
City_________________ State_________ ZIP________
Telephone_____________ Extension______
What's the BIG IDEA in Industrial Sterilizers?

Castle's INDUSTRIAL POWERCLAVE Sterilization Systems

They're a new idea in industrial sterilizers—offering outstanding flexibility, safety, and ease of operation. The PowerClave design features the famous Electrilock Door—an easy-to-operate, safe and rapid closure system that assures you more loads per working day.

Industrial PowerClave systems offer a wide choice of controls—from manual operation units to highly sophisticated automatic units (including steam, high vacuum and ethylene oxide gas). You get today's widest choice of chamber sizes and the PowerClave System can be engineered to meet almost any industrial application. Why not find out more about how Industrial PowerClave can help solve your problems. Write Wilmot Castle Company, 1706 E. Henrietta Rd., Rochester, New York 14602.

WILMOT CASTLE COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF RITTER CORPORATION
designed specifically for biological work
combines high resolution with simplicity of operation

resolution 5Å or better

the new EM6B ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

uniquely "tailored" to microbiological needs...
ultrahigh resolution on transmission specimens
rapid specimen handling... high throughput
minimal chromatic aberrations for best imaging
extremely simple control

the EM6B ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
product of Associated Electrical Industries of England
is marketed and serviced in the U.S.A. by

Picker nuclear
White Plains, N.Y.
Dislocation structure in silicon, 100X using 40μ X-ray point source with silver radiation

The Lang Camera is useful for studying individual dislocations, low angle boundaries, internal precipitates, inclusions, growth stratifications and magnetic domains. Materials may range from diamond to indium antimonide in atomic number. Other Jarrell-Ash related equipment: Dislocation Cameras, Single Crystal Cameras, Diffractometers, High Temperature Cameras, Powder Cameras, Low Angle Scattering Cameras, Microfocus X-Ray Generator, and Servomet Spark Cutting Machine.

Write for information on the Lang camera and other Jarrell-Ash X-Ray Diffraction equipment.
Take full advantage of ORD technique...

WITH CARY MODEL 60 SPECTROPOLARIMETER

The comparison spectra, A and C, show a sucrose sample recorded under different absorbance conditions. Spectrum C demonstrates the ability of the CARY 60 to provide valid dispersion data in regions of high total absorbance, so often a critical need. Note that except for the expected increase in noise due to increased absorbance, the original dispersion spectrum is accurately reproduced. Sucrose was chosen because it gives a simple one term Drude curve on which deviations are easily seen.

Make your own analysis of Model 60 performance. A portfolio of ORD spectra for a variety of samples is available by writing for Data File E501-65.

The **CARY 60 provides the capability** to utilize the ORD technique fully: Its high resolution precisely defines peaks and troughs, minimizes effects of rotation from adjacent bands, provides sharp spectra for more accurate peak-to-trough measurements. High sensitivity permits measurement of very dilute samples. Excellent stability (baseline drift less than 2 millidegrees per 8 hours) assures that precision is maintained even over long periods.

**Maximum versatility is achieved** with controls that provide operator freedom to utilize superior instrument performance over a variety of sample conditions in either static or kinetic applications.

APPLIED PHYSICS CORPORATION
2724 SOUTH PECK ROAD • MONROVIA, CALIFORNIA

**St. V-3 I RB/Raman Recording Spectrophotometers• Spectropolarimeters • Vibrating Reed Electrometers and Amplifiers**
The money camera takes its movies seriously.

Don’t you?

When you’ve stopped shooting films of your kids. When you realize what you take is serious business. Take the camera that takes its movies seriously. Bolex 16: “the money camera.”

You see, “the money camera” is just that. The camera that you can count on. When there’s something at stake. When your shots are not just fun, but money.

To give you an idea of what we mean, take the Bolex 16 Rex with 3 Switar lenses (shown at top). It’s perfect for sales promotion, public relations, documentary and research filming.

It starts with reflex viewing. The kind that never lets you lose sight of your subject. Gives you automatic threading and spool ejection to speed loading. And then gives you 3 of the world’s great lenses: the Switar 25mm f/1.4, Switar 10mm f/1.6 and Switar 75mm f/1.9. And then gives you over 100 other combinations of lenses and accessories.

For example, want to split frame (above) or film charts, shoot opticals? You can add the Bolex matte box (shown right). Or our special lens support. Want to shoot time-lapse for extended periods (shown left)? Add the Bolex Vario-Switar 86EE electric eye zoom lens (shown below) that adjusts automatically to varying light conditions.

Want to go underwater? Or into the Arctic? Anywhere. Anything. The Bolex 16 can take it. And deliver.

That’s why we call it “the money camera.” Because it’s versatile, rugged, dependable. Because when the professionals have something on the line, they put their stock in it. See the Bolex 16. For public relations, sales promotions, research and study, it’s the camera to put your money on. Bolex: “the money camera.” You can depend on it.

For free Bolex 16 catalog, write: Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J. 07036.

Bolex: “the money camera.” You can depend on it.
30 individual fractions can be recovered in one hour...

Purified protein components can be recovered from high-resolution gel-electrophoresis patterns by elution-convection electrophoresis. The protein components are all simultaneously eluted from the gel pattern and are simultaneously concentrated to recover the proteins in the original undiluted concentration.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD FOR DETAILS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

ELUTION-CONVECTION CELL, separating grid, face view. Strip of the original gel pattern shown in position for elution on the separating grid. Collecting tubules below, containing corresponding components eluted from another strip of the same gel pattern. Note dye bands not concentrated in the collecting tubules.

E-C APPARATUS CORPORATION
220 South 40th St., Phila., Pa. 19104
PHONE: Area Code 215 382-2204
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Introducing the LKB ReCyChrom for

RECYCLING CHROMATOGRAPHY

NEW INSTRUMENTATION FOR A NEW
TECHNIQUE* IN CHROMATOGRAPHIC
SEPARATION

The ReCyChrom is equally applicable for preparative and analytical separation of mixtures of large-sized or of small-sized molecules. These molecules do not have to be electrolytes and restrictions on the type of buffer used are less than with other types of chromatography. Components within a narrow range of molecular sizes, usually not resolved on simple gel filtration columns, are separated in the ReCyChrom by allowing the sample to pass repeatedly through the bed, thereby multiplying its effective height many times. Separated fractions and uninteresting or disturbing parts of the effluent may be bled out of the stream after any cycle without interrupting the separation of the remaining components.

The apparatus is especially suitable for grading homologous series of polymers, e.g., dextrans; for routine control of the purity of biochemical preparations such as serum proteins, enzymes and hormones; and for separation of heat labile substances.

One unique advantage of recycling chromatography is the need for columns of only moderate length. Columns in two standard lengths, 60 cm and 100 cm, both with 32 mm bore are available at present. The range of sample volumes accommodated by these columns depends greatly on the nature of the sample. For simple desalting opera-

*According to J. Porath and H. Bennich

tions or for separation of peptides and amino acids from proteins, a sample of up to 150 ml is not unusual, whereas for purity controls of radioactively tagged concentrated preparations, quantities down to 1/100 of this volume are feasible. Sample application by pipette is eliminated. The pump sucks sample through a selector valve with a holdup of 150 µl—a reproducible and non-critical method.

The four main components of the ReCyChrom, namely, a separation column, a peristaltic pump, a selector valve and a flow analyzer are available separately for incorporation into other instrument setups. The specially constructed columns with adjustable plungers at both ends can be sealed completely to eliminate the pressure of water head and permit liquid flow in either direction. Closed system operation and ascending flow maintains even packing and prevents the flow rate from falling off with use, even when beds of material with low mechanical strength (gels) are used.

LKB’s specially designed peristaltic pump has a very high flow constancy—0.5% over a period of a week—and a continuously variable pumping rate from 0-390 ml/hr.

A choice of three flow analyzers, cooling jackets, terminal box, connections and a cart comprise the remainder of the assembly.

Request literature file 49005-S for details

The simple push of a button on the Selector Valve alters the flow circuit from injection or bleeding to recycling.

The Peristaltic Pump has many other uses when not in service for the ReCyChrom.

LKB INSTRUMENTS, INC., 4840 Rugby Ave., Washington, D.C. 20014

LKB PRODUKTER AB, P.O. Box 12220, Stockholm 12, Sweden
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Why settle for this...

Unequaled *resolution*—that's the big difference between Enhancetron 1024 and other signal averaging computers. In fact, with its 1024 data points Enhancetron offers almost three times the signal definition of more expensive competitive units. It gives you a precise picture of every peak and valley in the most complex wave forms.

The benefits of Enhancetron 1024 are even more apparent in simultaneous dual input operation. Each signal is digitized at 512 data points (without time sharing)—still a clearly defined signal. Compare this with other computers (see photos) that *start* with 400 data points, then divide them for multiple input use.

Special digitizing process: So effective is Enhancetron 1024, it extracts signals from random electrical noises 10 to 40 times greater in magnitude than the signal of interest. Through a patented digitizing process, repetitive signals are added in direct proportion to the number of samples taken, while noise adds in proportion to the square root of samples taken. Result: a clear signal of interest that literally grows out of the noise for display on your external oscilloscope.

Get complete data on the resolution, speed and efficiency of Enhancetron 1024. Write for your copy of Bulletin 1024.
Now you can centrifuge safely up to 40,000 g's in glass

See the advantages you get with new, super strong COREX® high-speed glass centrifuge tubes:

- ...the strength that protects samples at 40,000 g's or 20,000 RPM
- ...the transparency of glass
- ...the resistance of glass to practically all solvents

Order COREX® tubes from your Corning® labware dealer today. Put all the benefits of glass to work for you in high-speed centrifugation.

Prices:

- No. 8441, 15 ml, 60 cents each, $25.92 per case of 48. These must be used with 8441 rubber-sleeve adapter, $1.60 each, $17.28 per case of 12.
- No. 8445, 30 ml, 90 cents each, $29.16 per case of 36. These must be used with 8445 rubber-sleeve adapter, $1.70 each, $18.36 per case of 12.

Greater discount savings are available to you on larger quantities.

Our 1965 warranty covers COREX high-speed tubes. Any you buy which are unserviceable as of December 31, 1965, will be replaced without charge.

New, and available now, for speeds up to 15,000 g's No. 1265 bottle, 150 ml, with autoclavable cap. For speeds up to 5,000 g's or 5,000 RPM, there are five low-speed COREX tubes.

Write for complete information on high- and low-speed COREX tubes and for new sizes and types soon to be released. Laboratory Glassware Dept., Corning Glass Works, 9206 Crystal Street, Corning, N.Y.

CORNING
THE MAKERS OF PYREX® LABWARE
1915-1965 PYREX® Ware—beginning another 50 years of leadership for science
A new concept in pH meters ...

Interchangeable power supplies for laboratory and field.

Accuracy and stability found heretofore only in the highest-priced meters.

Rugged construction for use in any environment under field conditions.

SARGENT

- Relative Accuracy - for the most exacting purposes, readable to 0.02 pH, with meter accuracy of ±0.03 pH within 4 pH of the standardized point, and ±0.05 pH anywhere on the scale.

MODEL PB — with modular mercury cell power source providing over 6 months of normal usage in the field.

MODEL PL — with modular Zener reference line power source for continuous use in the laboratory.

- Stability - for long term use without need for readjustment, eminently suitable for recording, with circuit drift less than 0.02 pH per hour after short initial warm-up.

- Rugged Construction - for use in any locale, any climate; moisture-proofed, transistorized circuitry, shock-proof case.

MODEL PB
Cat. No. S-30007 with batteries, buffers and electrodes ... $255.00
Cat. No. S-30007-10 with batteries only, for use with any electrodes ... $215.00

MODEL PL
Cat. No. S-30008 with line power source, buffers and electrodes ... $295.00
Cat. No. S-30008-10 with line power source only, for use with any electrodes ... $255.00

Power Supplies
Cat. No. S-30007-15 Zener Line Source for substitution in Model PB meters ... $60.00
Cat. No. S-30008-15 Mercury Cell Source for substitution in Model PL meters ... $20.00

For complete information write for bulletin pHP.
There are no Nikon student microscopes, as such. The same Nikon microscope which will serve the medical student through school, has the flexibility to meet his future professional needs, however specialized. Model SBR, the example shown above, is a versatile, sophisticated professional instrument, used widely in school, hospital and commercial laboratories. It is also a favorite with medical students.

For medical student microscope catalog, write to Dept. S6
NIKON INC. • Instrument Division • Garden City, New York 11533 • Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.
New York City Showroom: 111 Fifth Ave.
In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Instrument Division, Rexdale, Ontario
See the Nikon Exhibit at the World's Fair — Japan Pavilion
WORTH WAITING FOR!

Many buyers waited for NATIONAL's water-jacketed CO₂ Incubator because they wouldn't settle for second best.

Now that production backlogs have been cleared up, your chances of getting one of these truly great Incubators are excellent. Want one now? Just order from your nearest franchised NATIONAL dealer. Rather have more information on why NATIONAL's CO₂ Incubator is tops in its class? Just write or phone for a fully illustrated brochure. No obligation, of course!

And to whet your interest in case you haven't decided, here are some of the many advantages of NATIONAL's CO₂ Incubator:

- Fully water-jacketed for accurate temperature control
- Built-in CO₂ air-mixing device at no extra cost
- Pre-heater for gas mixture to protect your work
- Corrosion-proof construction inside and out
- High humidity without condensation on inner walls
- Exclusive non-magnetic door mechanism...won't stick or click!

NATIONAL INCUBATORS and other laboratory apparatus have led the field for more than forty years. Continuing research and development is designed to keep it that way. If you won't settle for second best, specify NATIONAL. At right, #3212 Water-Jacketed Incubator; #3211 Anhydro Incubator; #3512 Air-Flow Incubator, There is a NATIONAL Incubator tailored to your needs!

NATIONAL APPLIANCE COMPANY
Home Office and Factory: Box 6408, Portland, Oregon 97223
General Sales Office: Box 3102, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
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Ever wish you could choose a Microtome-Cryostat ideally suited to your needs?

Now you can.

International, makers of the first open-top cryostat, now offers the first family of Microtome-Cryostats... one for every application, workload, budget.

Model CTD is the world's standard for routine frozen sectioning. Modestly priced, this unit features anti-fog control, ±1°C temperature control, internal quick-freezing.

Model CTI is a new, advanced unit, ideal for both routine and research work. Compact, economical, it offers many features of its research counterpart, the Model CTR.

Model CTR is the complete frozen sectioning workshop. Preparation, cutting, staining and microscopic examination all can be performed from a comfortable seated position. Features include ±1°C control, condensate-free cover, internal quick-freeze system, illuminated cold chamber, vacuum port for freeze drying, work and storage space, quick defrost system.

All are equipped with IEC's famous Minot Custom Microtome... the precision instrument for both paraffin and frozen sectioning. Cuts sections from 2 to 16 microns, with 18 to 40 micron sectioning optional. 100% rustproof. Autoclavable. Many other high precision features.

CTD, CTI and CTR include special micrometer adjusted anti-roll plate. A new wire loop type anti-roll and frozen sectioning knife are also available. Other accessories such as razor blade holder and rapid freeze device available.

Send for Bulletin CT for complete description of all three models.

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT CO.
300 SECOND AVENUE, NEEDHAM HEIGHTS, MASS. 02194
an automatic pipetting device for delivering predetermined quantities of liquid repeatedly—without resetting or remeasuring!

The Adams Aupette saves time by eliminating the tedious task of measuring the individual quantity for each delivery. It is ideally suited for research, clinical and classroom laboratories. The Adams Aupette provides:

CONVENIENCE
   Easy, one hand operation.

SAFETY
   No danger of contamination,—eliminates mouth suction.

ACCURACY
   Accurate to ±1.5%;—micrometer adjustment allows for accurate, precise setting.

VERSATILITY
   Use with any standard 10, 5, or 1 cc. tuberculin type syringe with adapters,—may be operated with one hand or mounted on any laboratory stand with standard clamps.

DURABILITY
   All moving parts are enclosed in a stainless steel tube,—all parts may be autoclaved.

NEW ADAMS AUPETTE VALVE‡
Primes fast and easy every time!
Operates on an exclusive flap valve principle. The pressure of the liquid being pipetted causes the flaps to open and close as required. Prevents back flow. No moving parts to stick.
The Adams Aupette Valve is made of durable, inert, temperature-resistant plastic. It is available separately and may be used wherever a reliable two-way valve is required. The Adams Aupette and Valve are available from your dealer

---

Gentlemen:

☐ Send me the new brochure describing the Adams AUPETTE and the AUPETTE VALVE.

NAME__________________________ TITLE__________________________

INSTITUTION__________________________

ADDRESS__________________________

CITY__________________________ STATE__________ ZIP__________

---

*Pat.  ‡Pat. Pend
These six features, available only on the VICKERS M-32 Microscope/Camera System, give you new research capabilities unavailable with any other microscope!

**Powerful New Light Source**
100 Watt Quartz iodine lamp is built in with full controls for true Kohler illumination. Variable intensity control at front of operating panel. Sufficient light for micro projection.

**Accepts Specimens to 90mm High**
The microscope body can be raised on its slide to give a clearance which will accommodate very large objects such as tissue culture flasks and other special experimental set-ups.

**A Unitized Camera/Microscope System**
Any of the Vickers cameras can be integrally mounted and quickly interchanged. Available are 35mm, Polaroid® plate and cine time-lapse - with choice also of fully automatic 35mm and auto-exposure 35mm and Polaroid®.

**Fixed Stage with Large Work Area**
Stage does not move in focusing, giving it the stability necessary in micromanipulation and other special techniques. Stage is 7 1/2" x 9" with graduated 2" x 3" movement.

**Variety of Beamsplitter/Body Combinations**
Two beam-splitter boxes are offered — one varying instantaneously from 50% visual 50% camera to 100% camera — the other 100% visual to 100% camera. Monocular or binocular bodies fit as required to prism box in use.

**Design for Convenient, Stable Trouble-Free Operation**
All controls for focus and illumination are grouped on a central panel with stage and condenser adjustments directly above. All operations can be carried out conveniently with either right or left hand. All focusing and stage motions are ball-bearing.

Send for M-32 Catalog which fully describes many other design features of this microscope and lists the wide range of optical and photomicrographic accessory equipment offered.

Vickers Instruments Incorporated
Successors to Cooke, Troughton & Simms, Inc
15 Waite Court, Malden, Massachusetts 02148 • (617) 324-6666
Write for your free copy of this vital report

Important new information on the varied uses of analog computation in scientific education is now available to all faculty members. This report tells why and how over 500 educational institutions are successfully employing analog computers in education and research programs.

Included in the report is a section describing actual applications in engineering and science departments, with comments by leading educators, descriptive notes on analog computer fundamentals and informative literature on the characteristics of computers particularly applicable to research, classroom instruction, and student laboratory use. Write for your free copy of this report today.

EAI
ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., West Long Branch, New Jersey
who makes so many types of photometric instruments?

COLEMAN DOES. All of these instruments use light as an analytical tool. They comprise the most comprehensive line of photometric instrumentation offered by any company.

Coleman photometric instruments offer unique opportunities to coordinate precision, speed, and convenience in chemical analysis. In fact, many of these instruments are used in combination to give results that are faster — surer — more accurate than comparable equipment. See how Coleman Instruments can help you to solve your analytical problems quickly and economically:
1. **Autoset™ Spectrophotometer**

**Digital readout—automated operation.** The first spectrophotometer engineered to eliminate time-consuming operations, reduces the possibility of human error and deliver analytical results directly in numerical form. "Autoset" automatically adjusts its photometer to the absorbance of the reference solution—eliminates manual adjustments of sensitivity, slit width and dark current. Wave length range is 200 to 1000 mμ and a bipartite diffraction grating provides operation at favorable energy levels all across the spectrum. Accommodates wide range of sample sizes, from 0.12 to 25 ml; provides light paths from 1 to 100 mm. Price for UV-Visible range instrument—$2675.00.

2. **Universal Spectrophotometer**

Combines the functions of a spectrophotometer, nephelometer, fluorometer, titrator, galvanometer. An excellent instrument for the laboratory using a variety of techniques and/or requiring a high work output. The Universal Spectrophotometer provides a choice of two precise measurement systems—direct deflection galvanometer readings or readings from a calibrated slide wire. Other features: rapid sample handling; accepts round, square, oblong and cylindrical cuvettes; utilizes long or short light paths. Wave length range is 325 to 825 mμ. Five choices of power supplies—Prices start at $674.00.

3. **Junior Spectrophotometer**

Unmatched for rapid, routine analysis. World's most widely used spectrophotometer. With its simple controls and direct reading scales, the Junior Spectrophotometer is ideal for industrial laboratories performing repeated analyses, where precise readings can be obtained in 3 to 4 seconds. The Junior Spectrophotometer handles the widest range of sample sizes—from 0.007 ml to 25 ml.

The instrument has a diffraction grating monochromator which does not require complicated slit adjustments and has no vacuum tubes or electronic amplifiers; it functions precisely, day after day, with no down-time for repairs.

Wave length range is 400—700 mμ. Three models available; prices start at $396.50.

4. **Flame Photometer**

For analysis of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium and lithium. Offering a wide analytical range, proven precision, and great dependability at a low cost, the Coleman Flame Photometer is the "best buy" in its field. Widely used for analyzing specific constituents of foods, soils, fertilizers, ceramics and biological materials. The Flame Photometer uses the Coleman Junior or Universal Spectrophotometer, the Nephelometer, Colorimeter or Galv-O-Meter as a readout instrument. For those who already own one of these, the price of the Flame Photometer is gratifyingly low. The total cost including the readout instrument is far below that of any other Flame Photometer—and you add the versatility of spectrochemistry, nephelometry or colorimetry to your laboratory techniques. The Flame Photometer costs only $495.00.

5. **Neph-Colorimeter**

**Measures haze in liquids that is indiscernible to the human eye.** This unique Coleman instrument can detect haze in liquids that appear crystal-clear. In beverage industries it is used to predict formation of long-term precipitates; in the field, to determine bacterial growth rates. Coleman Nephelometry Standards provide the only universally recognized numerical notation for expressing degrees of haze. The instrument may be used also as a precise colorimeter. Accepts the same wide range of sample sizes accommodated by the Junior Spectrophotometer—from 0.007 to 25 ml. The instrument is extremely stable; analyses are completely reproducible. Comes with a choice of power supplies; prices start at $471.50.

6. **Electronic Photofluorometer**

**For fluorescence analysis of vitamins, drugs, metal complexes and other fluorophors.** This highly sensitive instrument is easy to operate and standardize. Design of the Coleman Photofluorometer minimizes irradiation of sample, reducing drift in instrument readings and errors in analyses. The inherently high sensitivity can be increased 15 times by using a Coleman Spectrophotometer as a readout device. This permits accurate measurement of faint fluorescence without the cost or inherent uncertainty of photomultipliers or high gain amplifiers. Stability is further assured by built-in voltage regulation of both the phototube amplifier and the mercury vapor lamp. Comes complete with lamp and transformer. Priced from $475.00.

7. **Electric Colorimeter**

**Precise—convenient—wide sample range.** The Coleman Colorimeter applies to colorimetric analysis the convenience and versatility which characterize the Junior Spectrophotometer—sloping panel with simple controls; rapid sample handling; a sample size range from 0.007 to 25 ml. The filter series is carefully planned to cover the spectrum from 390 mμ to 655 mμ. Special filters are available for specific analyses; filter holders enable the analyst to use his own selection of filters for special applications. Available with a choice of power supplies; prices start at $204.50.

**NEW BROCHURE.** "Photometric Instrumentation for the Analytical Laboratory" Bulletin SB-298 fully describes the entire Coleman line of photometric instruments. Ask your Coleman dealer for a copy of this 32 page book, or write to Coleman Instruments Corporation, Maywood, Illinois 60154.
Duphar Cyclotron on its way to Petten, Holland

Philips-Duphar will soon be able to operate its own cyclotron in the new Isotope Laboratory at the Reactor Centre, Petten, Holland. This cyclotron will be the first one in the world to be operated by a private firm and will be used for the production of carrier-free radioactive isotopes exclusively.

The cyclotron is of the isochronous type, manufactured in the Philips Works at Eindhoven. The truck in the picture carried its 90-ton cloverleaf magnet during a 2-night transport from Eindhoven to Petten.

Representatives in 70 countries, 480 minute service*. Daily shipments to every part of the world.

Delivery program besides cyclotron isotopes: reactor isotopes, C14/H3 compounds, industrial sources and Nuclear Pharmaceuticals. Catalogues and pricelists on request.

* Orders for stock-items received before 10 a.m. can be on the way at 6 p.m.

N.V. PHILIPS-DUPHAR AMSTERDAM HOLLAND
151 Apollolaan
Telegrams: Vitamine-Amsterdam

carrier-free cyclotron isotopes:
Be7 - Na22 - Ti44/Sr44 - V48 - Fe55 - Co57 -
Ge68 Ga68 - Se72/As72 - As74 - Sr82/Rb82 -
Sr85 - Y90/Sr90m - Nb95/Zr95 - Cd109 -
Sn113/In113 - Te118/Sb118 - I124 - W178/Te178 - Bi206
Check the specs and the price ($145) and you will find: Sorensen's new QRB40-.75 "ranger" delivers 1½ times the watts per dollar of most competitive power supplies...with no stinting on performance.

CONSTANT CURRENT...Unit can be externally converted to a highly regulated (0.15%) constant current supply.

CURRENT LIMITING...Provides automatic protection against short circuit or overload. Also acts to provide automatic transfer from the normal constant voltage mode to a constant current mode whenever the load demands more current than the limiter has been set to supply.

RESOLUTION...Output can be finely adjusted to 4mv on the 40-volt model; 3mv on the 30-volt model; and 2mv on the 20-volt and 15-volt models. OTHER QRB FEATURES include programmability, series/parallel operation, and remote sensing.

For complete data on the QRB series and other Sorensen products send for the new, 140-page "Controlled Power Catalog and Handbook." Write Sorensen, Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut. Or use reader service card number 200.

---

**MORE WATTS PER DOLLAR**

---

**ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE (VDC)</th>
<th>OUTPUT CURRENT (AMPS.)</th>
<th>% REG. (LINE &amp; LOAD COMB.)</th>
<th>RMS RIPPLE</th>
<th>RESP. TIME (MICROSEC.)</th>
<th>TEMP. COEF. (%/°C.)</th>
<th>CABINET SIZE INCHES</th>
<th>RACK PANEL INCHES</th>
<th>WEIGHT (LBS.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QRB15-2</td>
<td>0-15</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>(0.01% + 1mv)</td>
<td>0.15mv</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>±0.015</td>
<td>8⅛</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRB20-1.5</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>0-1.5</td>
<td>(0.01% + 1mv)</td>
<td>0.15mv</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>±0.015</td>
<td>8⅛</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRB30-1</td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>(0.01% + 1mv)</td>
<td>0.15mv</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>±0.015</td>
<td>8⅛</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRB40-.75</td>
<td>0-40</td>
<td>0-0.75</td>
<td>(0.01% + 1mv)</td>
<td>0.15mv</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>±0.015</td>
<td>8⅛</td>
<td>5½</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simple way to get quantitative data from both strong and weak areas of radioactivity

The TMC-Vanguard 880-D dual channel, low background autoscanner provides two channels with independent controls so that paper strip may be analyzed at high and low levels simultaneously. The two channels use a common input from geiger chambers and a common high-voltage supply. Pulses from the chambers are summed under the condition that they are not coincident in time, and are then supplied to the two channels for analysis.

Each channel has its independent range and time-constant selector and its independent recorder channel. So, for example, one channel may be set with a high range and a short time constant and the other set for a low range and a long time constant. In this way, where there are intense areas of radioactivity interspersed with weak areas on the paper chromatogram, each will be presented on one of the two channels without running off the top of the recording or yielding a peak so small that it cannot be interpreted.

This compact, completely transistorized, one-unit system provides better than 2% accuracy of count rate on all ranges and is adaptable to direct digital quantitation.

Application assistance and field service are assured by TMC's world-wide facilities. For complete details contact nearest office, or write: Vanguard Instrument Corporation, 441 Washington Ave., North Haven, Conn.
UNITRON... your complete source for Microscopes with the Metallurgists' Stamp of Approval

A salesman's demonstration gives you only about 30 minutes to examine a microscope... hardly the best conditions for a critical appraisal. But UNITRON's Free 10 Day Trial allows you to evaluate the microscope in your own lab, and prove its value to you, in your own work, before you decide to purchase.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
The UNITRON catalog is your buying guide to a complete line of microscopes and accessories for every application. Write for your copy and see why UNITRON Microscopes have The Metallurgists' Stamp of Approval.

10 DAY FREE TRIAL

Please send UNITRON'S Microscope Catalog No. 4-K
I want a FREE, no-obligation, trial of Model...

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

UNITRON INSTRUMENT COMPANY

66 NEEDHAM STREET
NEWTON HIGHLANDS
MASS. 02161
Now in bead form... Sephadex® Ion Exchangers—
for chromatography of biologic substances

Because of its advantages—stability and inertness—Sephadex
has been used to produce a new class of ion exchangers:
DEAE-, CM- and SE-Sephadex. Since their introduction,
they have been used extensively, particularly in the bio-
chemical and clinical field.

In the new bead form they will be more useful both for
laboratory and manufacturing scale processes. Their spheri-
cal shape gives increased mechanical strength and leads to
easier column packing. More uniform particles result in
improved hydrodynamic properties.

All Sephadex Ion Exchangers have a high capacity and
low nonspecific adsorption. They are available in two types
that differ in porosity, thus offering flexibility for your spe-
cific requirements.

The Sephadex Ion Exchangers are of analytic grade
purity. Rigorous production control ensures uniform prod-
ucts that give accurate and reproducible results.

### Type Description Ionic form Capacity meq/g Hemoglobin cap. g/g at pH Particle size microns Availability
| | | | | | |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| DEAE- Sephadex A-25 | Weakly basic anion exchanger Functional groups: diethylaminoethyl | Cl⁻ | 3.5 ± 0.5 | 0.5;8.8 1.4;8.8 | 40-120 | 100 g bottles 500 g bottles bulk quantities |
| DEAE- Sephadex A-50 | Weakly basic anion exchanger Functional groups: diethylaminoethyl | Cl⁻ | 3.5 ± 0.5 | 0.5;8.8 1.4;8.8 | 40-120 | 100 g bottles 500 g bottles bulk quantities |
| CM- Sephadex C-25 | Weakly acidic cation exchanger Functional groups: carboxymethyl | Na⁺ | 4.5 ± 0.5 | 0.7;6.5 4.7;6.5 | 40-120 | 100 g bottles 500 g bottles bulk quantities |
| CM- Sephadex C-50 | Weakly acidic cation exchanger Functional groups: carboxymethyl | Na⁺ | 4.5 ± 0.5 | 0.7;6.5 4.7;6.5 | 40-120 | 100 g bottles 500 g bottles bulk quantities |
| SE- Sephadex C-25 | Strongly acidic cation exchanger Functional groups: sulphoethyl | Na⁺ | 2.3 ± 0.3 | 0.7;6.5 2.4;6.5 | 40-120 | 100 g bottles 500 g bottles bulk quantities |

Additional information on Sephadex Ion Exchangers is obtainable from:

**PHARMACIA FINE CHEMICALS INC.**
800 Centennial Ave., Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
Inquiries outside North America should be directed
to PHARMACIA FINE CHEMICALS, Uppsala, Sweden.
New Bench-Top Fermentor
Is Small, Compact, Convenient to Use

A wide range of microbial investigations can now be made with bench-top convenience in the MicroFerm, a compact research fermentor. In the quiet of your own laboratory, you can conduct realistic pilot studies while temperature, agitation, and aeration are carefully controlled.

±0.25°C TEMPERATURE CONTROL
To conserve space and achieve more efficient temperature regulation, the conventional water bath has been eliminated. A new design permits tempered water to flow through hollow baffles* in the fermentor from an integral recirculating system. Temperature is adjustable from 5°C above water-supply temperature to 60°C, by means of a Thermistor controller.
Cultures can be irradiated with fluorescent or neon illumination from a Photosynthetic Light Manifold.
Accommodates 4 interchangeable fermentors: 2, 5, 7½ or 14 liters. Easy to remove. Designed for repeated sterilization in a 20" autoclave.

Send for Catalog MFS/6255

New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc.
1130 Somerset Street, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

*Patent Pending
New All-Purpose CENTRIFUGE
Combines Low-Speed, Super-Speed and Ultra-Speed Operations in One Unit.

LOURDES CLINI-FUGE
SUBJECTS LARGER VOLUMES TO GREATER FORCES

6,000 ml to 1,800 x G (Model 30-R)
6,000 ml to 1,000 x G (Model 30)
400 ml to 28,700 x G
100 ml to 54,400 x G

CLINI-FUGE, the multi-function, multi-speed Centrifuge is available as Refrigerated (Model 30-R) or Non-Refrigerated (Model 30).

The refrigerated model has temperature range of $-20^\circ$C to $+40^\circ$C. Cooling to $-20^\circ$C from ambient is attainable in only 40 minutes. A single temperature control is employed.

The desired temperature is maintained to within $\pm1^\circ$C in all operational phases.

Ask your dealer—or write for Catalog No. 71.

LOURDES 656 Montauk Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11208  (212) Nl 9-2860
Nothing is faster or simpler to use than the totally new Beckman IR-102 Spectrophotometer for scanning GC fractions or studying reaction rates. It eliminates sample handling and trapping. IR-102 speed and simplicity result from its all-new monochromator and detector design. This design incorporates a circular variable interference filter developed and manufactured to Beckman specifications by Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc., Santa Rosa, California.

For further information about the new IR-102, contact your local Beckman Sales Engineer. Or write for Data File LIR-365.

Coupled directly with your gas chromatograph, the new Beckman IR-102 runs a qualitative scan from 2.5 to 14.5 microns in just 4 seconds!
looking over nuclear instruments?

one of these top researchers belongs on your staff.

RESUME:
GAMMA/GUARD CONSOLE WELL COUNTING SYSTEM

OCCUPATION:
Automatic gamma scintillation test tube counting.

SPECIAL TALENTS:
100-sample capacity. Completely transistorized electronics, data printout of sample number, count, time and count rate. Three inches of top and side lead shielding, two or three inch scintillation detectors, 5 ml or 15 ml vials. Special circuits to ensure single tube operation and to prevent tube tipping.

FAMILY:
From the oldest, from the first family in nuclear instrumentation —

RESUME:
4π AND 2π CHROMATOGRAM SCANNERS

OCCUPATION:
Complete scanning systems for paper or thin layer chromatography.

SPECIAL TALENTS:
Can integrate areas under curve (recycling integrate) • ratemeter output connector for system expansion • improved background and tracking ability.

VERSATILITY:
Buy the system for either scanning mode, and convert in minutes to alternate mode through attachments purchased as required.

FAMILY:
From the oldest, from the first family in nuclear instrumentation —

RESUME:
OMNI/GUARD SCALER

OCCUPATION:
Works as part of ultra-low background counting system in conjunction with detector and sample changer.

SPECIAL TALENTS:
Anti-coincidence circuits, decade scaler, electronic timer, stable high voltage, data printout — lister or computer, transistor circuits throughout.

FAMILY:
From the oldest, from the first family in nuclear instrumentation —

For more information on the Nuclear Instrument story, phone your local sales office, or write direct to Waltham.
June, 1965

FISHER PRODUCT REPORT

News about instruments, apparatus and reagent chemicals that make your work quicker, surer, safer and easier.

Whoever You Are... Whatever You Do... for Only $6,950 Fisher Will Give You an Electron Microscope You Can Use Anywhere.

Maybe you’ve put off buying an electron microscope because you don’t have thirty or forty thousand dollars to spare, and because it needs an expensive installation. Well, here’s news you’ll like! For only $6,950 you can get the JEM-30... an electron microscope you can use anywhere, with no special facilities except a darkroom. Plug it into any 115-volt AC line, and you’re ready to go. And—though some visible-light microscopes can take you to 1000X—the JEM-30 starts at 2000X and goes on up to 4000X. (You’ll get nice, sharp photos magnifying 30,000X.) Fisher is your only source for the JEM-30 in the U.S. or Canada. And you’ll pay less if you have duty-free status. Why not let our brochure tell you the whole story?

(b) □

Sparkleen—
Still a Hero in the Sink, but Now a Coward in the Drain.

Nothing beats Sparkleen’s vigor when you’re washing lab glassware by hand. It demolishes wax pencil marks, dried blood, fats, oils and other stubborn organic deposits quickly and safely. Leaves no film, streaks or scum even in hardest water. Thaws frozen glass joints, stopcocks, stoppers—and repeated use won’t etch glass or hands. However, Sparkleen now turns tail during disposal because it’s biodegradable. That’s to minimize foaming and keep you from contributing unduly to the sudsing problem currently harassing water and wastewater treatment plants. Best way to learn more about Biodegradable Sparkleen is to use it. The price is right: $1.95 per 3½-lb box; $40.00 for the 100-lb economy drum. Call any Fisher branch.

FISHER SCIENTIFIC

World’s Largest Manufacturer-Distributor of Laboratory Appliances & Reagent Chemicals

Complete stocks in all these locations: Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Houston • New York Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Union, N. J. • Washington • Edmonton • Montreal • Toronto
Have you been looking for a walk-around cryogenic refrigerator?

Here it is. It's the new LINDE LR-10A-6 Liquid Nitrogen Refrigerator. It combines portability and long-term storage so effectively you'd almost think a researcher designed it for us.

Carry it anywhere — it weighs only 37 lb. fully charged/ holds 6 canisters with a capacity of 115 cu. in. / has a minimum holding time of 3 weeks at —196°C between refills of liquid nitrogen / is totally nonmechanical, and completely safe for storing biological materials.

This dual-purpose storage and shipping container is just one of many related products available from Union Carbide, the people who know most about cryogenics. Some others: liquid nitrogen refrigerators which store up to 42,900 1.2-ml. ampules on canes...controlled rate freezers...biological transports...liquefied gas containers.

Are you interested in storing biological specimens safely and economically? Choose from the big line of LINDE cryogenic equipment. For further information, mail the coupon.

CHECK COUPON—CLIP—ATTACH TO BUSINESS LETTERHEAD

Dept. SC 64, Linde Division
Union Carbide Corporation
270 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Please send me information on:

☐ The LR-10A-6 Liquid Nitrogen Refrigerator,
☐ Larger-size liquid nitrogen refrigerators,
☐ Other cryogenic equipment.
☐ PLEASE ADD MY NAME TO YOUR MAILING LIST.

LINDE is a registered trade mark of Union Carbide Corporation.
A complete system for blood acid-base measurements

In the increasingly important field of blood acid-base status, no reliable diagnosis can be made from pH alone, or from Pco₂ alone—respiratory and metabolic disturbances are difficult to identify and segregate for therapy unless all the parameters of the acid-base balance are known.

The Astrup technique involves not only an ultra-micro blood sampling method—but as instrumented by Radiometer, a complete system for exposing and evaluating all the separate and critical factors: pH, CO₂ tension, Bicarbonates, Buffer Base, Total CO₂, and a figure of excess acid or base in the system for chemical therapy. The AME-1 is field proven, and requires only a few moments and a few drops of blood for a complete determination—including, with extra accessories, the measurement of oxygen tension.

The unit is completely self-contained for both sampling and measurement, and is mounted in a wheeled cabinet for rapid movement between clinical and research laboratories, or to surgical or after-care wards.

Complete literature, and reprints of pertinent scientific papers are available and, should you wish it, names of the many distinguished and satisfied users in your area.

Write for your copy of the Astrup Method Reference and Data WallChart which details the technique as well as other useful blood acid-base data.

THE LONDON COMPANY
811 SHARON DRIVE, WESTLAKE, OHIO
RADIOMETER — COPENHAGEN
In Canada: Bach-Simpson Limited, Box 2484, London

* by every major institution on the continent
Rinco-Buchi Deluxe ROTAVAPOR

Here is a new deluxe rotary vacuum evaporator with quick-action jack plus special base and water bath. The all-glass, air-tight system with built-in condenser extracts substances gently, rapidly, easily, economically. The extract is as pure as it was prior to concentration—absolutely free of impurities. Use it for all kinds of solutions, concentrates, and reaction components. Ask us for details.

E-5540-5X Deluxe Rotavapor complete with 1-liter flasks ($244/40 or $29/42). For 115 volt, 60 cycle, AC ...... $564.00

(Can be ordered with 1 liter flasks at $295.00)

CCA Refrigerated FRACTION COLLECTOR

Excellent for heat-sensitive materials. Uses principle of dry dehumidified air, chilled and recirculated within a highly insulated cabinet. May be used without refrigeration when desired. Many standard accessories are available.

Send for brochure!
- Capacity: 240 sample tubes, 18x150 mm
- Volume: Adjustable from 3 to 10 ml
- Fractions maintained from 2°C to ambient
- Column temperature: 0°C to ambient

C-4243X Refrigerated Fraction Collector complete, as pictured, for 110 volt, 60 cycle, AC ..... $2,280.00

VirTis-Sharp FREEZER-STORAGE CABINET

This upright freezer lets you store and remove biological samples faster, more conveniently... saves floor space, too. Temperatures are controlled from ambient to minus 120°F by a built-in indicator-recorder-controller. Capacity is 17.5 cubic feet. Hourly BTU removal: 3500. There are eight shelves, two per section (one removable). All four sections have independent Lucite inner doors. Stainless steel cabinet is mobile. May we send you the entire story?

R-5303X Freezer, Air-Cooled, complete with temperature warning system. For 208-230 volts, single phase, 60 cycles ................................. $3,697.00

Branches:
- Boston 16 Mass.
- Danbury Conn.
- Elk Grove Village III.
- Fullerton Calif.
- Philadelphia 2 Penna.
- Silver Spring Md.
- Syracuse 2 N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC GLASS APPARATUS CO., INC.
BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY

LABORATORY... APPARATUS... INSTRUMENTS... CHEMICALS... GLASSWARE
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heart of conversation [see F. Fremont-Smith, *Amer. Inst. Biol. Sci. Bull.* 11, 17 (1961); also “Conversation as Communication,” 3rd Yates Lecture (Michigan Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association, 1961)]. The problems of pride, egotism, tension, and rivalries referred to in the editorial are usually reduced to manageable proportions when one can establish for the group an atmosphere of “free-floating security.”

At the New York Academy of Sciences we are developing a training program for conference organizers, chairmen, and discussion leaders to improve the management of such small conferences by university centers, re-search organizations, and professional organizations. I would be grateful for information about other ongoing conference programs which have been organized primarily for discussion and exchange of ideas.

**Frank Fremont-Smith**  
New York Academy of Sciences,  
16 East 52 Street, New York 10022

### Language among Scientists

President de Gaulle desires wider use of French at international scientific meetings (News and Comment, 16 Apr., p. 350). Some problems should be noted. Working documents for intergovernmental meetings are usually prepared at the last minute by a small and overworked secretariat. In scientific fields it is not uncommon for this work to be done in English. In order for such working papers to be translated into French (or other languages of possibly greater scientific importance), the original version must be turned over to a group of translators, who may not accord a high priority to the job and who almost certainly are unfamiliar with the scientific terminology. In the fullness of time, draft translations are returned to the originating office, which is then faced with a substantial and time-consuming editing job if the original meaning is to be preserved. Thus the distribution of working papers is further delayed, and the participants at such meetings may find themselves in plenary session before having access to the necessary background information. Needless to say, the translation process not only slows down considerably the already ponderous international machinery, but costs a great deal of money that might be put to better use. Most participants in international scientific meetings can at least read English and would probably prefer to receive background papers as early as possible, even if not in their own language.

Another problem concerns interpretation at meetings, particularly those of an informal character (steering committees, working groups, and the like). Interpretation, whether consecutive or simultaneous, is expensive, and good interpreters are hard to find. It often occurs that everyone in the room could work comfortably in English, yet for chauvinistic reasons a participant will insist on using his own language, thus slowing down communication and increasing expenses.

As noted in the article in *Science*, English seems to have become the lingua franca of science. Scientists from the non-English-speaking world have learned to live with this in the interests of getting their work done. One hopes that President de Gaulle, having said his piece for the glory of France, will let the scientists go about their business in the *ad hoc* way they have devised.

**Warren S. Wooster**  
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, La Jolla

### Metric Conversion:

**Petition to Congress**

The following resolution was passed unanimously by the American Institute of Nutrition at its annual meeting on 10 April:

Whereas, more than 90% of the world’s population now operates under the metric system, and whereas the *Journal of Nutrition, Poultry Science, Journal of Animal Science, Journal of Dairy Science, Food Chemicals Codex*, and publications of the National Academy of Sciences—National Research Council now use or will use metric weights and measures exclusively, be it therefore resolved that the American Institute of Nutrition in its Annual Meeting, April 10, 1965, recommends passage of the bills now before Congress to study feasibility and practicability of conversion to the metric system of weights and measures for general use in the United States. Be it further resolved that copies of this resolution be sent to committees concerned with metric conversion study bills S. 774, H.R. 2626, H.R. 38, and H.R. 1154 to achieve the above objective.

**R. W. Engel**  
Department of Biochemistry and Nutrition, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg 24061
This new stimulator extends the scope and enhances the precision of evoked-response studies

Nuclear-Chicago's Model 7150 Constant-Current Stimulator offers a variety of operating benefits not found in other stimulators.

One unprecedented benefit of this fully transistorized stimulator is its constant, current-regulated output, which is independent of wide variations in load impedance.

Equally significant is the Model 7150 Stimulator's ability to produce both symmetrical and nonsymmetrical biphasic or monophasic pulse pairs. Its unique symmetrical biphasic output gives a waveform with an average DC value of zero—a marked advantage in brain stimulation studies where tissue damage must be avoided.

In the nonsymmetrical mode, the amplitude and width of each pulse and the time delay between the two pulses are independently variable.

A further superiority of the Model 7150 Stimulator is the complete isolation of its output from AC power and ground as well as from the built-in voltage and current monitor. As a result, stray currents and other undesirable side effects from instruments having a ground return are eliminated.

Operating convenience features of the Model 7150 include: a self-contained, timed gate that can be triggered remotely to adjust the duration of stimulator output; dual output connectors for switching of stimuli between subjects; a neon stimulus-output indicator; and warning indicators for both pulse overlap and excessive load-impedance.

The advanced design of the Model 7150 Constant-Current Stimulator makes it a valuable component of Nuclear-Chicago's Data Retrieval Computer (DRC) System. The heart of this comprehensive system for the "on-line" averaging and analysis of bioelectric signals is the Model 7100 Data Retrieval Computer. A typical DRC System is shown at left. Its components are (top to bottom): the Data Retrieval Computer, constant-current stimulator, AC differential preamplifier, voltage calibrator, and X-Y point-plot recorder.

Contact your Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer or write us for full details.

Scientists and engineers interested in challenging career opportunities are invited to contact our personnel director.
TAKE OFF 10 FRACTIONS

as soon as they are collected, and 10 more, and 10 more, and 10 more———→∞. As long as empty test tubes in handsome red polypropylene racks (holding 10 each) are supplied on the right, the same may be removed from the left — with enclosed fractions, of course. Twenty (20) racks can be put in the apparatus for the period of unattended run. Write GILSON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, Middleton, Wisconsin, for data on the

GME LINEAR FRACTIONATOR
For thin layer or paper radiochromatography . . .

the word for this scanner is Versatile!

Every Packard Model 7201 Radiochromatogram Scanner is shipped ready to use for either paper strip chromatograms or thin layer chromatography plates. And it takes less than a minute to make the changeover from one medium to the other.

Versatility with chromatography media is only part of the story... by any standards this new scanner is unmatched for flexibility, sensitivity and ease of operation. Check these other important features:

- Ultra-sensitive 4-pi counting with two windowless gas flow Geiger detectors (2-pi geometry with TLC plates)
- Four collimator slit widths provide desired resolution
- Specially-designed detector heads and heavy lead shielding reduce background to less than 10 cpm ... anti-coincidence circuit reduces effects of cosmic radiation
- All operating controls conveniently located on the front panel... pushbutton selection of 16 scanning speeds
- Handles chromatograms from \( \frac{1}{2} \) to 2 inches wide—lengths up to 150 feet—all types of papers up to Whatman 3MM

Model 7201 also features synchronized recorder and strip speeds, optional chart integrator, automatic indication of origin and solvent fronts, and automatic shutoff of gas and power. Ratemeter provides 9 linear count ranges and logarithmic scale; 8 time constants. Electronic circuitry is all solid-state.

For detailed information contact your Packard Sales Engineer, or write for Bulletin 1038.

PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
2200 WARRENVILLE ROAD • DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515
TELEPHONE: 312/969-6000
Only a few relatively minor defects are apparent. The bibliography might well have been made more extensive. Its 80 references include only a few reviews and chiefly recent articles from which (one hopes) it should be possible to trace back the relevant literature. In view of the role of vitamin A in keratinization in vertebrate tissue, the statement (p. 107) that it has no role apart from production of visual pigments may be questioned. It would have been of interest to include a discussion of the metabolic role (or of the little that is known about it) of the numerous symbiotic microorganisms of insects. But these are small matters compared to the positive values of this highly readable book.

William Trager
Rockefeller Institute, New York

Radiation Research


Until recently there were no review series devoted especially to the biological aspects of radiation research. Now there are two; the one reviewed here, Advances in Radiation Research, and Current Topics in Radiation Research, which was reviewed in the 7 May 1965 issue of Science. It is regrettable that this duplication has occurred. Both volumes contain well-written articles, but there is certainly no need for two review series in this one field. It is also regrettable that the present series, which offers no more in content than the other, should be appreciably more expensive.

In the first article, on the radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions, Harold A. Schwarz gives a very clear, succinct picture of the present knowledge of the radiation chemistry of water. The evidence for various products of irradiated water is summarized and evaluated, and some emphasis is placed upon the importance of rate constants.

In another chapter Gordon Tollin provides an excellent review of the various physical processes in photosynthetic energy conversion. He discusses the absorption and emission of light, energy transfer, and electronic charge migration, with special emphasis on photosynthetic pigments in vitro. Attempts are made to relate these theories and observations to the energy conversion processes in photosynthesis, but they demonstrate the difficulty in making the connection between the simplified in vitro systems and the organized system in the cell.

Donald E. Wimber's chapter on intracellular irradiation with tritium should be read by all those who use this radionuclide for labeling purposes, for it is clear that the biological effects of the radiation from tritium are not negligible in many situations. Wimber gives a well-balanced account of the still rather scanty evidence on this problem.

The effects of small doses of radiation, in the order of a few tens of rads down to even fractions of a rad, are reviewed by Arne Forssberg. The information on this subject has been quite scattered, and it is valuable to have it brought together in a careful and critical review.

The chapter by J. Liebster and J. Kopoldová, on the radiation chemistry of amino acids, is a long and careful compilation of the many reactions for which there is some evidence; each amino acid or group of amino acids is discussed in turn. The chapter will probably be of great use to investigators in this field, but it will be less useful than the other chapters to those who want a succinct picture of a field other than their own.

In the final chapter, "The relative role of ionization and excitation processes in the radiation inactivation of enzymes," Leroy G. Augustin, Tor Brustad, and Ronald Mason emphasize the theory of energy absorption and conversion processes. These authors make a particular point of studies on the temperature dependence of inactivation by radiation and point out the difficulties with the simpler ionization models for radiation action.

In general this is a well-written volume that will repay reading by anyone in the field.

R. F. Kimball
Biology Division,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

New Books

General


Industrial Wastewater Control: A textbook and reference work. C. Fred Gurnham. Ed. Academic Press, New York, 1965. Twenty-four papers on the following topics: Food products—Animal (4 papers); Food products—Vegetable (4 papers); Mining (3 papers); Mineral products (4 papers); Manufactured products (6 papers); and General industries (3 papers). Chemical Technology Series of Monographs, edited by Raymond F. Baddour.

Mental Retardation: Its Nature and Incidence. A population survey of the state of Delaware. Joseph F. Jastak, Halsey M. MacPhee, and Martin Whiteman. Univ. of Delaware Press, Newark, 1963. 204 pp. $6 (order from the University Bookstore, Univ. of Delaware). The Jour-


(Continued on page 1772)
IT’S NEW!
A DOUBLE-BEAM,
DOUBLE-GRATING,
RATIO-INDICATING
SPECTROPHOTOMETER
FOR UNDER $3,000!

What other spectrophotometer in this price range has all these features:

• A range from 200mλ—650mλ (extendable to 800mλ)
• Built-in combination light source and power supply. Either source (tungsten and deuterium) selected by the turn of a knob
• 3 different scanning speeds—10, 50, 250mλ/minute
• 2 slewing speeds—forward and reverse
• Internal condenser assembly
• Standard bandwidths of 5A and 50A
• Photometric accuracy to .5%
• Wavelength accuracy 5A—uniform over entire range
• Standard meter readout in transmittance and absorbance
• Three ranges, 20%, 100%, 200%, all full scale
• No zero adjustment required—it’s automatic

BAUSCH & LOMB

IT’S THE NEW BAUSCH & LOMB SPECTRONIC 600!

2-3. British Soc. for Immunology, summer meeting, Glasgow, Scotland. (I. Roitt, Courtauld Inst., Middlesex Hospital, London W.1, England)
2-4. Astronomical League, Milwaukee, Wis. (W. M. DuVall, 318 Emmertsen Rd., Racine, Wis. 53406)
2-5. Meteorological Data Processing, Uccle and Brussels, Belgium. (World Meteorological Organization, 41, avenue Giuseppe Motta, Geneva, Switzerland)
4-10. American Library Assoc., annual, Detroit, Mich. (D. H. Clift, American Library Assoc., 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, Ill.)
5-10. French Soc. for the Advancement of Science, 84th annual congr., Tours. (The Association, 28 rue Serpente, Paris 6e, France)
5-6 Aug. American Mathematical Soc., summer inst. on algebraic groups and discontinuous subgroups, Boulder, Colo. (G. L. Walker, 190 Hope St., Providence, R.I. 02906)
6-8. Water Resources Research, western conf., Colorado State University, Fort Collins. (Office of Conference Services, 204 Administration Bldg., Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins 80521)
6-9. American Dental Soc. of Europe, annual, Florence, Italy. (A. Sturridge, 35 Harley St., London W.1, England)
6-10. Plant Viruses, 5th intern. conf., Wageningen, Netherlands. (State Agricultural Univ. of Wageningen, Laboratory of Virology, Salverdaplein 10, Wageningen)
10-17. Education and Health, intern. conf., Madrid, Spain. (L. P. Aujolet, 1 rue de Tilisit, Paris 8e, France)
11-15. Psychoanalysis, 2nd intern. forum, Zürich, Switzerland. (G. Chrzanowski, 4 E. 95 St., New York 10028)
11-15. American Veterinary Medical

BAUSCH & LOMB
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Ambush at Filter Gulch

Looks as though operations at the Filter Gulch Placer & Mining Co. have been temporarily held up. We wondered why their last order specified bullet-proof filter paper. Fortunately we don’t get many like that . . . but we do spend a good deal of time handling Special Filter Paper Requirements including ■ Special filtering characteristics ■ Unusual mechanical properties ■ Non-standard sizes and configurations ■ Small quantities (prompt attention to special-paper orders for as little as 500 lbs.)

because, unlike other laboratory filter paper suppliers, we operate our own domestic paper mill

because we maintain extensive laboratories staffed with competent scientists

because we have complete in-house converting facilities

and because filter papers are our basic business

we can give special orders the prompt and individual attention they require. Try us.

For complete, free data on our standard line of laboratory and scientific filter papers, send for our new Laboratory Filter Paper Catalog.

THE EATON-DIKEMAN COMPANY
Filtertown, Mount Holly Springs, Pennsylvania
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WELCH BIOLOGY MODELS

- Accurately detailed
- Hand painted

Welch Anatomical Models are accurately detailed to suit secondary school biology class instruction. Models available are: various human organs, mitosis, laboratory dissections, and botanical anatomy.

Human Torso, No. 95105
$325.00

---

Temperature STORAGE FREEZERS

4.5 cu. ft. capacity

for storage of specimens, medical supplies, pharmaceuticals and chemically-reactive materials.

- Compact and convenient to use.
- Simple plug-in 115VAC operation.
- No liquid CO2 or dry ice required.
- Indicating controller.
- Dependable mechanical refrigeration.

To -46°C $595 Model L4.5-50
To -74°C $990 Model L4.5-100

Optional accessories: casters, alarm system, temperature recorders.

PURCHASE • RENT • LEASE

MISSIMERS INCORPORATED
3739 San Fernando Rd., Glendale, Calif. 91204
(213) 245-8471 TWX 213-240-2187

---

prescription blending

of compatible 2- and 3-gas mixtures

- Precise mixtures for research, educational and commercial applications
- Unmatched purity assured by more than 50 years' experience in manufacture of high-purity gases
- Available in all standard cylinder sizes
- Contents accurate to plus or minus 1/2 of 1%
- One source for gases as well as regulators, valves and flowmeters
- Prompt, dependable deliveries on all orders
- Ask for Catalog 2453. Write Dept. SC. Ohio Chemical (a division of Air Reduction Company, Inc.), Madison, Wis. 53703.

---

Model 975 is a new, low-cost pump designed for infusion only, using glass or disposable plastic syringes of 100, 50, 20, and 5 ml. size. Syringes are held in simple, snap-on syringe plates. The 30-position gearbox permits instantaneous selection of any synchronous speed over a 17,000 to 1 range. In all, 330 precise rates are possible from 0.00046 ml./minute to 154.8 ml./minute. Dimensions are 14" x 6 ¾" x 3 ½"; weight is 12 pounds.

Model 975, complete with 4 syringe plates ......$275.00

Write for Bulletin 975 and Catalog

HARVARD APPARATUS CO., INC.
DOVER • MASSACHUSETTS • U.S.A. • 02030
(a non-profit organization)
20-24. International Assoc. for Dental Research, 43rd general meeting, Toronto, Ont., Canada. H. Rovelstad, U.S. Navy Dental School, Natl. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Md.)

22-26. Rorschach and Projective Methods, 6th intern. congr., Paris, France. (A. Morall-Daninos, 7 avenue Trudaine, Paris 9e)


24-4 Sept. Organism-Sediment Interrelationships, NSF seminar, Bermuda Biological Station. (K. E. Chavez, Marine Science Center, Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa. 18015)


25-29. Pacific Dermatologic Assoc., Portland, Ore. (G. MacDonald, 4294 Orange St., Riverside, Calif.)


26-30. Interpretation and Therapy of Cardiac Arrhythmias, conf., Hahnemann Medical College of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 2, Pa. (L. S. Dreifuss, Dept. of Medicine, Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital, 230 North Broad St., Philadelphia)


28-30. Reliability and Maintainability, 4th annual conf., Los Angeles, Calif. (J. de S. Coutinho, 32 Dartmouth St., Garden City, N.Y.)

28-31. Spanish Biochemists, 3rd meeting, Oviedo, Spain. (J. R. Villanueva, Centro de Investigaciones Biológicas, Velázquez 138, Madrid 6, Spain)

29-2. Microcalorimetry, intern. symp., Marseille, France. (E. Calvert, Institut de Microcalorimétrie et de Thermogénése, 26, rue du 1414 RIA (3e), Marseille)


31-7. Universala Medicina Esperanto-Asocio, meeting, during the 50th intern. esperanto congr., Tokyo, Japan. (H. Shinoda, Kasumicho, Yamagata, Japan)

August


1-8. Chemistry, 9th Latin American congr., San Juan, P.R. (Secretary, 9th Latin American Chemical Congr., Box 2647, Rio Piedras, P.R.)

2-4. Society for Cryobiology, 2nd annual, Madison, Wis. (G. Ratapaz, American Foundation of Biological Research, RDF 1, Madison 32716)

2-5. Comparative Endocrinologists, 3rd European conf., Copenhagen, Denmark. (C. Barker-Jørgensen, Universitets Zoofysiologiske Laboratorium Juliane Maries Vej 32, Copenhagen Ø)

2-6. High Pressure, intern. conf., Saône et Loire, France. (B. Vodar, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, B.P. 30, Bellevue, Seine et Oise, France)


3-7. Poultry Science Assoc., Univ. of Georgia, Athens, (C. B. Ryan, Texas A&M Univ., College Station 77843)

4-6. Space and Ballistic Missile Technology, 10th symp., U.S. Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif. (C. T. Morrow, Aerospace Corp., Box 95085, Los Angeles, Calif. 90045)

4-7. Genetics, G. Mendel memorial symp., Brno, Czechoslovakia. (M. Sosna, G. Mendel Memorial Symp., Na cvicistí 2, Prague 6, Czechoslovakia)

5-12. EEG and Neurophysiology, 6th intern. congr., Vienna, Austria. (K. Patelsky, Wiener Medizinische Akademie, Alserstr. 4, Vienna 4)

8-11. Heat Transfer, 8th natl. conf., Los Angeles, Calif. (K. O. Beatti, Jr., Dept. of Chemical Engineering, North Carolina State College, Raleigh)
STERILE OR CONTAMINATED?

TSI TAPE identifies the condition!

Protect laboratory personnel from contamination and assure STERILE glassware for each test by following this simple procedure:

1. Place all glassware in basket marked with TSI Tape.

2. After glassware has been autoclaved for 15 minutes at 250°F, TSI Tape will show a color change indicating "STERILE."

3. Following use, and before disposing of dangerous material, place glassware in basket marked with a new tape and autoclave.

TSI is the only tape which shows a color change after 15 minutes in the autoclave at 250°F. TSI Tape leaves no sticky residue when removed.

See your laboratory or hospital supplier for TSI (Time Sterile Indicator) Tape.

For samples and complete description write to:
PROFESSIONAL TAPE CO., INC.
365 E. Burlington Avenue - Riverside, Illinois 60546

Farrand PHOTOELECTRIC FLUOROMETERS

... routinely detect .0002 µg/ml of catecholamines

Before you buy any fluorometer, compare these features:
- EXTREME SENSITIVITY Routinely performs such measurements as the detection of .0002 micrograms per millilitre of catecholamines . . . with sensitivity of the instrument never the limiting factor.
- HIGHLY EFFICIENT LIGHT SOURCE High pressure mercury arc lamp provides good continuum and excellent stability.
- ALL-QUARTZ OPTICAL SYSTEM Provides collimated light essential to narrow band interference filtering.
- EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE Consistently accurate, repeatable quantitative and qualitative analyses.

Write for descriptive literature

Farrand OPTICAL CO., INC.
4405 Bronx Blvd. at E 238th St.
Bronx, N.Y. 10469 • 212 FA 4-2200

8-14. Anatomists, 8th intern. conf., Wiesbaden, Germany. (M. Watzka, Anatomisches Institut der Universität, Mainz, West Germany)
8-27. Fracture Mechanics, workshop, Denver Research Inst., Denver, Colo. (D. L. Wells, University Technology Corp., P.O. Box 7, Dayton, Ohio 45449)
9-11. Mutation Process, symp., Prague, Czechoslovakia. (M. Sonza, Na cvicisti 2, Prague 6)
9-13. Meteor Orbits and Dust, intern. symp. (invitation only), Cambridge, Mass. (G. S. Hawkins, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Garden St., Cambridge 02138)
14-19. Electromagnetic Measurements and Standards, Natl. Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. (Bureau of Continuation Education, University Memorial Center, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder)
11-15. European Malacological Union, 2nd congr., Copenhagen, Denmark. (G. Hopner Peterson, c/o Zoologisk Museum, 5 Afdeling, Universitetsparken 15, Copenhagen)
12-21. Veterinary Education, 2nd intern., Copenhagen, Denmark. (Inter. Agenyi Liaison Branch, Office of the Director General, Food and Agriculture Organization, Via delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome, Italy)
14-20. Australian Medical Assoc., 2nd medical congr., Perth, Western Australia. (O. R. Corr, 8 King’s Park Rd., West Perth, Western Australia)
14-20. Molecular Spectroscopy, 8th European congr., Copenhagen, Denmark. (The Congress, Universitetsparken 5, København Ø, Denmark)
14-6. Digital Computers for College Teachers of Science, Mathematics, and Engineering, Univ. of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette. (J. R. Oliver, Box 133, USL Station, Lafayette 70506)

The following societies will meet in conjunction with the AIBS. Unless otherwise indicated, the local chairmen are at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
American Bryological Soc. (G. N. Jones, Dept. of Botany)
American Fern Soc. (G. N. Jones, Dept. of Botany)
American Fisheries Soc. (G. Bennett, Aquatic Biology Section)
American Genetic Assc. (S. Price, Room 210 S. Bldg., Plant Industry Station, Beltsville, Md.)
DIFCO LABORATORY PRODUCTS
BIOLOGICS  CULTURE MEDIA  REAGENTS

Media for Standard Methods
Culture Media Dehydrated and Prepared
Microbiological Assay Media
Tissue Culture and Virus Media
Bacterial Antisera and Antigens
Fluorescent Antibody Reagents
Endotoxins Lipopolysaccharides
Clinical and Serological Reagents
Sensitivity Disks  Unidisks
Peptones  Hydrolysates  Amino Acids
Enzymes  Enrichments  Dyes  Indicators
Carbohydrates  Biochemicals

over 65 years' experience
in the preparation of Difco products assures
UNIFORMITY  STABILITY  ECONOMY
Complete Stocks  Fast Service  24-hour Shipment

Descriptive literature available on request

DIFCO LABORATORIES
DETROIT  I  MICHIGAN  U S A

---

clarity!

Instant inspection of animals at all times. That's one of the outstanding features of clear polycarbonate and acrylic cages made by Lab Cages. Not just visibility but brilliant clarity! And if you require opaque cages, disposable cages, restraining cages, feeders, water tubes or cage racks, Lab Cages assures you of the most up-dated line. Lab Cages is also exclusive sales agent for AB-SORB-DR® animal bedding, produced by Michael Wood Products, Inc., Garfield, N. J. It's the all-wood bedding that has been tested and approved by major laboratories and breeding colonies across the country.

Write for our new free catalog!

lab cages, inc.
P.O. Box 176, Kennet Square, Pa.
Area code 215 444-5441

---
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American Microscopical Soc. (L. J. Thomas, Dept. of Zoology)  
American Soc. for Horticultural Science (C. J. Birkeland, Dept. of Horticulture)  
American Soc. of Limnology and Oceanography. (W. Larrimore, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana)  
American Soc. of Plant Physiologists. (J. B. Hanson, Dept. of Agronomy)  
American Soc. of Plant Taxonomists. (W. Payne, Dept. of Botany)  
American Soc. of Zoologists. (L. Ingle, Dept. of Zoology)  
Animal Behavior Soc. (G. P. Waldenbauer, Dept. of Entomology)  
Botanical Soc. of America. (D. J. Paolillo, Dept. of Botany, 302 Natural History Bldg.)  
Ecological Soc. of America. (L. C. Bliss, Dept. of Botany)  
Myological Soc. of America. (D. P. Rogers, Dept. of Botany)  
National Assoc. of Biology Teachers. (H. Weaver, Dept. of Recreation and Municipal Park Administration)  
Phycological Soc. of America. (L. Hoffman, Dept. of Botany)  
Society for Industrial Microbiology. (L. D. Witter, Food Science Dept.)  
Society of Nematologists. (D. P. Taylor, 106 Horticulture Field Laboratory)  
Tomato Genetics Cooperative. (A. Thompson, Dept. of Horticulture)  

16-18. Guidance and Control, conf., Minneapolis, Minn. (D. L. Mellen, Mail Station 677, Military Products Group, Aeronautical Div., Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis 55440)  
16-20. Australian–New Zealand Assoc. for the Advancement of Science, Univ. of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. (K. D. Nicolis, Div. of Soils, CSIRO, Stowell Ave., Hobart)  
16-20. Liquid Crystals, conf., Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio. (G. H. Brown, Dept. of Chemistry, Kent State Univ., Kent)  
16-20. American Soc. for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, fall meeting, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. (E. B. Cook, 9650 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20014)  
16-3. Radiation Trapped in the Earth’s Magnetic Field, NATO institute, Bergen, Norway
Now...a novel concept in liquid chromatography...

Utilizing a different principle, JEOL has developed an unique detecting system for liquid chromatography. Detection is based upon temperature change resulting from the exothermic and/or endothermic reactions which occur as the solute passes between fixed and moving phases.

The JEOL Universal Automatic Recording Liquid Column Chromatograph, with its unique thermal detection method, provides for the separation, non-destructive running detection, and quantitative determination of an endless variety of sample components, including those previously undetectable. For use in all liquid chromatograph investigations — ion exchange, adsorption, partition, gel filtration, etc., it features:

- Compact modular design
- Eluents contact Teflon and glass materials only
- Constant-flow pump
- Wide range of flow rates
- Sample injection port provided on columns
- Special sample inlet device for dilute substances
- Wide range of column temperatures

JEOLCO (U.S.A.), INC. • 461 Riverside Ave., Medford, Massachusetts 02155 • (617) 396-8620 • 828 Mahler Road, Burlingame, California 94010 • (415) 697-9220
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23–25. Plant Phenolics Group of North America, annual, Albany, Calif. (V. C. Runuckles, Imperial Tobacco Co. of Canada, P.O. Box 6500, Montreal, Quebec)
23–26. Quantum Chemistry, Physical Chemistry Div., Chemical Inst. of Canada, Edmonton, Alta. (The Institute, 48 Rideau St., Ottawa 2, Ont.)
23–27. Control Procedures in Drug Production, seminar, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison. (W. Blockstein, Extension Services in Pharmacy, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison)
23–27. American Ornithologists Union, Ohio State Univ., Columbus. (R. Mewaldt, San Jose State Teachers College, San Jose, Calif.)
22–29. European Soc. of Haematology, 10th congr., Strasbourg, France. (R. Waizl, Faculté de Médecine, Inst. d’Hématologie, 1, Pl. de l’Hôpital, Strasbourg, Bas-Rhin, France)
23–29. Logopaedics and Phoniatrics, 13th intern. congr., Vienna, Austria. (Mrs. A. M. Jorg, Vienna Acad. of Medicine, Alserstr. 4, Vienna 9)
23–50. Limnology, 16th intern. congr., Warsaw, Poland. (G. E. Hutchinson, Yale Univ., New Haven, Conn.)
24–26. Association for Computing Machinery, 20th natl. conf., Cleveland, Ohio. (G. J. Moshos, P.O. Box 4741, Cleveland 44126)
29–2. American Assoc. of Clinical Chemists, 17th natl., Chicago, Ill. (M. E. Hanke, 8424 Rhodes Ave., Chicago 60619)
29–3. AAAS, Laurentian Hormone Conf., Mont Tremblant, Quebec, Canada. (J. C. Foss, Laurentian Hormone Conf., 222 Maple Ave., Shrewsbury, Mass.)
30–31. Past and Future of Science, symp., Krakow, Poland. (B. Suchodolski, Polish Acad. of Sciences, Palace of Culture and Sciences, Warsaw)
30–2. Applied Mechanics, West Coast conf., Univ. of California, Los Angeles. (P. M. Naghdi, Div. of Applied Mechanics, Univ. of California, Berkeley 94720)
30–1. Rare Earth Research, 5th conf., Iowa State Univ., Ames. (S. Legvold, Dept. of Physics, Iowa State Univ., Ames 50012)
30–2. Fluorine Chemistry, 3rd intern. symp., Munich, Germany. (F. Weygand, Inst. für Organische Chemie, Technische Hochschule München, Arcisstr. 21, 8 Munich 2)
30–2. Mathematical Assoc. of America, 46th summer, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. (H. M. Gehman, State Univ. of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo 14214)
30–2. Regional Science Assoc., 5th European congr., Krakow, Poland. (H. Wood, Dept. of Regional Science, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 19104)